Noninvasive optical coherence tomography monitoring of structure and hydration changes of human corneas in different preservation media
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Abstract. The influence of different tissue preservation (a test solution under development and a standard storage solution) on human cornea morphology, refractive index and hydration was assessed noninvasively by ultrahigh-resolution optical coherence tomography (OCT) over time. For 28 days’ or 15 days’ storage in the preservation media, corneas in the two media exhibited different structural changes with different onset times including epithelial desquamation, edema-induced cornea thickening and change in tissue refractive index. It was found that the variation of the group refractive index over time was only about 2%, while 25% variation of hydration was observed in the storage and subsequent return to normothermic conditions in both preservation media. The results suggest the two media involved different but correlated preservation mechanisms. This study demonstrates that the noncontact, noninvasive, and high-resolution OCT is a powerful tool for noninvasive characterization of tissue morphological changes and hydration process and for assessment of the effects of preservation media on stored tissue integrity. © 2011 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. © 2011 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE). [DOI: 10.1117/1.3541792]
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1 Introduction

Currently most corneas that are used for cornea transplant surgery are from cadaveric donors and are procured, processed, and stored by eye banks.1 It is desirable that precious corneas from donors can be stored for longer periods of time with minimal structural and functional changes when needed for transplantation, and longer storage would effectively increase the supply repository, ensuring viable corneas are available when needed. The maximum storage time and the final quality of corneas for transplantation are mainly determined by the storage media, storage temperature, storage time, cooling rate, and warming-up rate.2–4 Therefore, it is very important to evaluate the influence of these factors on the morphological and functional changes during the preservation, especially when developing a new preservation medium. In clinics or eye banks, specular microscopy and corneal topology are the standard methods used to screen donor cornea quality by evaluating corneal morphology.5–7 However, these methods require the removal of the cornea from its sterile storage which might cause potential contamination and interrupt the tissue stability during storage. In addition, it is challenging for these methods to assess the cornea quality throughout the entire cornea. Therefore, a new technology is desirable to steriley assess the entire cornea for testing the effects of storage media on maintaining corneal structures.

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a noninvasive, high-resolution cross-sectional imaging technique and can be an ideal tool for corneal assessment.8–10 In this study, we systematically investigated the potential of ultrahigh-resolution OCT for assessing the morphological changes of human corneas preserved in two media including a test solution (TS) under development and a standard one [Optisol-GS from Bausch & Lomb Inc. (GS)]. The purpose for using the test and standard media was to see if the effects on corneal structures with different media over time can be assessed with OCT. Furthermore, the variation of the group refractive index in the two storage media were also monitored with OCT to accurately extract the corneal geometrical thickness and assess the optical properties during the preservation process. The preliminary results revealed that corneas in the two media exhibited different but correlated changes in corneal structure, thickness, group refractive index and hydration in 28 days’ or 15 days’ preservation and subsequent return to normothermic conditions (warming-up process). This study demonstrates that the noncontact, noninvasive, and high-resolution OCT is a powerful tool for noninvasive characterization of tissue structural and functional changes of preserved cornea and for assessment of the effects of preservation media on stored tissue integrity.
2 Methods and Materials

2.1 Methods and Experimental System

OCT imaging was performed using a traditional ultrahigh-resolution time-domain OCT system with a home-built Ti:Sapphire laser as the low-coherence light source. The measured axial and transverse resolutions were 2.9 and 5.6 μm in air, respectively. Scheme of the multiple consecutive OCT imaging. Six tiny registration sites were uniformly marked with India ink along the circumference of the corneal limbus and the six dots formed three lines that were across the cornea center.

OT = n_r × GT.

Therefore, the group refractive index must be used rather than the phase refractive index in calculating the geometrical thickness. With OCT imaging, the geometrical thickness and the group refractive index can be simultaneously measured with the optical thickness and the optical shift of the sample. In this study, the calculation of the geometrical thickness and the group refractive index proceeds as the following three steps, as shown in Fig. 2(a). First, a stationary cover glass immersed in a medium (with group refractive index n_r) was placed in the sample arm. The geometric position of the cover glass was found with the OCT image, appearing with two straight lines (corresponding to the two surfaces) as seen in Fig. 2(b). Then the whole cornea was placed on the cover glass in the sample arm. The position of the cover glass was shifted [see Fig. 2(b)] by

OS = (n_r – n_i) × GT.

Because the cover glass and cornea could not be visualized in a single OCT scan (the distance of apex of the cornea and cover glass was above 5 mm), the focus of the sample arm was then moved by using a translation stage (perpendicular to the cover glass) so that the anterior and the posterior surfaces of the cornea could be seen on a single OCT image. Figure 2 shows the merged three OCT images, i.e., cover glass, cover glass with cornea sitting on it, and cornea itself. This three-step procedure...
could ensure that the optical shift of the cover glass corresponds well to the corneal thickness. Thus the group refractive index at each pixel can be calculated as:

\[ n_c = \frac{OT}{OT - OS} \times n_r, \]  

(3)

The geometrical thickness can be calibrated as:

\[ GT = \frac{OT - OS}{n_r}, \]  

(4)

To produce the largest optical shift (OS) for more accurate calculation of \( n_c \) and GT, two pairs of corneas (in 14 days’ monitoring) were involved and suffered a short (2 min) exposure to air at every imaging time point, assuming that it would not cause a large disturbance to the preservation. In fact, comparing to the third pair (which were always immersed in the storage medium for the whole time during the 28 days’ monitoring study), there was no obvious difference in structural changes. The accuracy of the calculated group refractive index is mainly determined by the axial sampling accuracy (\( \sim 1 \mu m/pixel \)). Supposing the cornea has 1 mm OT and 0.3 mm OS which are typical values within our measurements range, the theoretical error of the measured \( n_c \) can be estimated as 0.15% according to:

\[ \frac{dn_c}{n_c} = \frac{OS}{OT - OS} \sqrt{\left( \frac{\delta OT}{OT} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\delta OS}{OS} \right)^2}, \]  

(5)

where \( \delta OS \) and \( \delta OT \) are both assumed to be 1 \( \mu m \).

2.2 Materials

In this pilot study, paired human corneas were randomly selected by the eye bank, with one cornea stored in the TS medium and the other in the GS medium at time of harvest. A total of three pairs of human corneas were involved in this study. Six tiny registration sites were uniformly marked with India ink along the circumference of the corneal limbus and the six dots formed three lines that were across the cornea center, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Along each line, multiple consecutive OCT images were acquired in \( \sim 60 \) s and stitched together with each image of 1000 \( \times \) 1500 pixels (width \( \times \) depth) corresponding to 1 mm wide by 1.2–2 mm depth. During OCT imaging (except the terminal time point), the entire cornea remained in the container (which sat on ice with the lid open) and submerged within the storage medium. During the measurement of the group refractive index, two pairs of the corneas were taken from the medium and put on a cover glass for 1–2 min. After imaging, the corneas were returned to 4\(^\circ\)C storage. The same imaging procedure was performed on day 0, 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 14 (and/or 17, 21, and 24). To study the influence of returning the corneas to a normothermic environment following preservation on the corneal structure, the corneas were removed from the storage media on day 15 or day 27 and incubated with cell culture medium (McCoys5A, 10% FBS, ATCC) at 37\(^\circ\)C and 5% CO\(_2\). OCT imaging was conducted after 6 hours and 24 hours incubation, then fixed in 10% buffered formalin for further histological analysis.

3 Results and Discussions

3.1 Corneal Morphological Changes During the Preservation

Figure 3 illustrates representative time series OCT images of the pair of human corneas (with one in GS and the other in TS media) at some key time points (Day 0, 7, 17 and 27). The image size (width \( \times \) depth) is 1 \( \times \) 1.2 mm for Day 0 and 7,
1 \times 1.5 \text{ mm} \text{ for Day 17 and } 1 \times 2 \text{ mm} \text{ for Day 27. As seen on Day 0 images, the layered structures of the corneas in both media can be clearly identified, including the epithelium, Bowman’s membrane, stroma, Descemet’s membrane, and endothelium.}\text{ These layered structures remained almost intact in both media up to Day 7 (see Fig. 4). The images on Day 7 did show some bumpy appearance of the epithelial and it suggests minor damages of the superficial epithelial cells during the storage. From Day 10, the corneal epithelium in GS started becoming brushy, indicating the damage of the superficial epithelial cells, while the cornea in TS still kept its epithelial integrity. By Day 17, the corneal epithelium in GS was completely lost, whereas in TS the epithelium only became thinner. In a systematic evaluation of the entire cornea in GS, we found that the epithelium experienced gradual desquamation from Day 14 to Day 17 [see Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)]. It is noticed that the desquamation started from the corneal apex and then expanded to the edge of the cornea. By comparison, in TS the entire corneal epithelium became thinner and remained up to 21 days [see Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)].}

In addition to desquamation, the endothelium and stroma in the corneas stored in the two media also experienced distinct changes. During systematic evaluation of the entire cornea, we found that some small bumps appeared in the endothelium of the corneas in TS from Day 3 and enlarged with time [see Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)], while no obvious bumps were observed in the endothelium of the cornea in GS up to Day 7 [see Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)]. Damage became evident for the endothelium in the cornea stored in TS from Day 14 to Day 21 [see Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)]. By contrast, the endothelium of the cornea in GS only showed obvious bumps from Day 14 to Day 17 [see Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)], but remained up to Day 21. Note that the bumps exhibit a little bit different spacing on Days 14 and 17 in the GS solution, which might be due to the sampling error among the daily measurements. During the warming-up process on Day 27, many pockets filled with the medium were observed in the upper stroma of the cornea in GS, whereas no significant changes were observed in the stroma of the cornea in TS. This difference may be attributed to the remaining thin epithelium as a barrier for the cornea in TS.

Probably the most pronounced difference in structural changes of the corneas in the two media is the cornea thickening. Figure 6(a) compares the optical thickness of the entire cornea preserved in GS with the one in TS in a 28 days’ storage. The cornea thickness in GS was stable from Day 0 (0.77 \pm 0.02 \text{ mm}) to Day 14 (0.87 \pm 0.03 \text{ mm}), and then gradually increased to 1.17 \pm 0.06 \text{ mm} by Day 24. In TS the cornea thickness
initially increased from $0.70 \pm 0.03$ mm (Day 0) to $1.19 \pm 0.02$ mm by Day 14, but remained relatively stable through Day 24. The thickening observed with either medium might be caused by edema which could induce severe functional damages. During the warming-up process, the corneas in both media dramatically swelled. Figure 6(b) shows the average optical thickness of the entire cornea preserved in GS and TS in 14 days’ storage. Similar tendency in the changes of the structure and thickness were observed in the first 14 days compared to the 28 days’ storage. Although the cornea in GS remained with structural integrity in the 14 days’ storage, it also dramatically swelled during the warming-up process. It suggests that severe functional damages to the cornea occurred during the 14 days storage. It is interesting to note that during the warming-up process the swelling degree of the cornea in TS was always less than that in GS in both 14 and 28 days’ storage. It may indicate some interesting mechanisms in the preserving process using the two different media. Overall, the distinct cornea structure and thickness changes during the storage were clearly identified by OCT images with those changes strongly reflecting the effect of the storage media on the cornea structures.

### 3.2 Variation of Corneal Refractive Index and Hydration During the Preservation

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) compare the group refractive index and the calibrated physical thickness of the entire cornea during the preservation and warming-up process.
preserved in GS with the one in TS. The group refractive index generally has a standard deviation of 0.2%–0.6%, which reflects no much fluctuation of the optical properties in the whole cornea. When preserved in the GS, the corneas demonstrated a stable averaged group refractive index of 1.40. This value is close to the reported one (i.e., 1.3854 at 814 nm).14 On the contrary, the averaged group refractive index of the cornea in TS gradually decreased from 1.395 on Day 1 to 1.380 on Day 14. During the return to normothermic environment on Day 15, the group refractive indices of the corneas in both media decreased to 1.375. The decrease in the group refractive index is consistent with the corneal thickening due to edema. Because the maximal variation of the group refractive index during the complete storage time window was only about 2%, the variations of the physical thickness during the preservation was similar to the changes of the optical thickness [see Figs. 6(b) and 7(b)]. Thus, assuming that the constant refractive index would lead to a 2% error in the thickness measurement, it is reasonable to use a constant corneal refractive index during the study of swelling and de-swelling of the cornea with OCT.15

Clearly, the corneal thickening during the preservation is highly related to the corneal hydration, which is defined by the ratio of the water weight to the completely dry weight of the cornea. The corneal hydration, $H$, has been expressed by an empirical formula,16

$$H = 5.3 \times 10^{-3} \times GT - 0.67,$$

where $GT$ is the geometrical thickness of the corneal stroma in micrometers. Then volume fraction of water can be derived as

$$f_{\text{water}} = \frac{H}{H + 1}.$$  

Figure 7(c) compares the water fraction of the cornea preserved in GS with the one in TS. They are both 69% at the beginning. It is consistent with the fact that the volume fraction of the collagen fibrils (the main substrate in the cornea) is $\sim 30%$.17 During the preservation, the water fraction of the cornea in GS slowly increased to 72%, whereas it greatly increased to 82% in TS. It is interesting to note that following the return to a normothermic environment, the water fraction of the corneas preserved in both media increased to 86%, with a total of 25% hydration in the entire storage and warming-up process in both media. Overall, the cornea in GS experienced a significant hydration during the warming-up process, while the cornea in TS experienced a significant hydration during the preservation. The results suggest the two media involved different preservation mechanisms.

Although the variation of the group refractive index during the complete storage time window was small, it definitely varied as a function of the water fraction. Figure 7(d) plots all the measured refractive index and the corresponding water fraction. By least square linear fitting of the curve, we found that the refractive index of the cornea can be expressed as

$$\tilde{n} = n_1 \times f_{\text{water}} + n_2 \times (1 - f_{\text{water}}),$$

where $n_1$ and $n_2$ is the refractive index of the ground substrate (e.g., water or medium) and main substrate (e.g., cells and collagen fibers). When the cornea is infinitely swollen, the corneal refractive index will approach that of the ground substrate (i.e., $n_1$). Similarly, the corneal refractive index will be close to that of the main substrate (i.e., $n_2$) when the ground substance is completely dehydrated. The fitting result ($n_1 = 1.51 - 0.16 f_{\text{water}}$) implies that the group refractive indices of the ground substrate and main substrate were 1.35 and 1.51, respectively. It is well known that the phase refractive index of water is 1.33 at 780 nm.18 Considering the group refractive index of water is higher than the phase refractive index because water is normally dispersive at the near infrared region (e.g., water has a group refractive index of 1.34 at 814 nm),14 the fitted refractive index of the ground substrate is close to the water. This also indicates that the ground substrate is dominated by water. It has been reported that the group refractive index of the dry collagen is about 1.53 at 850 nm.19 Our fitted refractive index of the main substrate matches well to this value and is consistent with the fact that collagen fibers are the major components in cornea. Overall, the corneal thickness, hydration, and refractive index changes during the storage were accurately monitored by OCT images with those changes strongly reflecting the effect of the storage media on the cornea structures as well as functions.

### 4 Conclusion

In summary, the experimental results suggest that OCT is a powerful tool for assessing tissue structural and functional changes during storage. OCT offers sufficient resolution to distinguish the structural changes induced by different preservation media. OCT provides an efficient method to measure the physical thickness and optical properties like the group refractive index, and monitor the hydration during the storage. It can be potentially a valuable tool for cornea characterization, screening and preservation medium evaluation.

The imaging speed of the time-domain OCT system is at best moderate ($\sim$60 s for each entire cross section); yet it is adequate for this pilot study. With this time scale, there were no evident changes in cornea structures from the images. A higher speed afforded by a Fourier-domain OCT system will be a better choice in our future study in order to minimize any potential adverse effects on corneas, in particular, when imaging with a handheld probe and for achieving 3D volumetric data set.

As for cornea preservation effects of the two storage media, the standard solution (GS) maintained the corneal endothelium but desquamated the corneal epithelium; by contrast, the TS remained the corneal epithelium but lost the endothelium. Overall, it is hard to conclude which medium is better in terms of preservation efficiency if only considering structural changes. In terms of functional changes (e.g., hydration), we found that GS is better than TS for short-term storage (within 7 days) as the onset of corneal edema was delayed in standard solution; but for long-term preservation, the test solution appears to hold stronger promise with further development.
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